




















THE DYNAMICS AND DILEMMAS OF COLLE 

should take. Examples include the hawk/ 
dove split that arises in many social move- 
ments, as when purists claim that pragmatists 
are selling out by forsaking the movement's 
essential goals, and pragmatists claim that 
purists' unwillingness to compromise will 
lead the movement into ruin. Resolutions o f  
the chicken game bargaining problem that 
are grounded in game theory include resis- 
tance theory (Heckathorn 1980) and Rubin- 
stein's (1982) model. 

The assurance game (#61). An exactly op- 
posite dynamic transforms a PD into an as- 
surance game. When the production function 
for the collective good becomes more 
sharply accelerated (i.e., F becomes smaller), 
the order o f  the two most highly valued out- 
comes is the reverse from their positions in 
the PD, so that the new order is R > T > P > 
S (Table 2) .  The effect is to reduce the rela- 
tive value o f  the partial-cooperation out- 
comes, so T and S decline in value. When T 
falls below R, the PD becomes an assurance 
game. 

The assurance game derives its name from 
the fact that each player can be motivated to 
cooperate by themere assurance that the 
other will do the same. A collective-action 
system is an assurance game i f  participation 
with others is highly valued, there is consen- 
sus on the direction o f  collective action, and 
the only uncertainty is that individuals do not 
want to participate unless others will do the 
same. This fits Klandermans's (1988) analy- 
sis o f  union participants: " I f  most members 
believe that only few people will participate, 
it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy" (p. 90) 
that produces a downward spiral o f  partici- 
pation. Alternatively, in these systems greater 
participation is self-reinforcing. Hence, the 
essential problem is one o f  coordination. 

The privileged game (#6). PDs can be 
transformed into other types o f  games by 
changing the relative valuation o f  the collec- 
tive good, VIK,, (Figure 2). I f  the value o f  
the collective good is increased sufficiently, 
the result is a game sometimes labeled 
"spite" because it lacks conflict unless play- 
ers are so competitive that they seek to mini- 
mize the other's payoff. When compared to 
the PD, the two most valued payoffs are re- 
versed, as in the assurance game (Table 2 )  
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o f  payoffs is R > T > S > P. As the collective 
good increases in value (or, equivalently, 
when contribution becomes less costly), a 
point occurs where the incentive to defect 
disappears because the net loss in the value 
o f  the collective good produced after defect- 
ing would exceed the costs o f  contribution. 
This is the point at which Olson (1965) de- 
scribed a group as "privileged." Therefore, I 
call this the privileged game. Because indi- 
vidual and collective rationality coincide per- 
fectly, there is no social dilemma. Hence a 
definitional issue arises: I f  collective goods 
provision is defined as inherently problem- 
atic, no collective good exists in this system. 
However, by the standard definition o f  col- 
lective goods as entailing both Qointness and 
nonexcludabilitv, the conclusion is that di- 
lemmas are not inherent in all collective 
goods provision. 

The altruist's dilemma game (#9). I f  the 
relative value o f  the collective good in a PD 
game is reduced sufficiently, it is eventually 
transformed into an altruist's dilemma game 
(Heckathorn 1991) (Figure 2) .  In this game, 
the order o f  the two middle payoffs is re- 
versed from their positions in the PD so that 
T > P > R > S (Table 2) .  This reversal occurs 
because the incentive to defect increases as 
the collective good loses value. When the 
collective good's value is less than the con- 
tribution cost (i.e., when VIK,., < I),  univer- 
sal defection (P )  becomes preferable to uni- 
versal cooperation (R) .  At that point, the PD 
becomes an altruist's dilemma. 

The altruist's dilemma game has a unique 
characteristic. Played egoistically, there is no 
dilemma because everyone defects, which is 
both individually and collectively rational. 
However, i f  players are altruistic, they coop- 
erate because that i s  what the other prefers 
they do. Thus, altruistic players farepoorly 
when compared to defectors, hence the name 
"altruist's dilemma." An example arose this 
winter in the holiday gift exchange system in 
one branch o f  my extended family. Senior 
relatives concluded that too much money was 
being spent on gifts among adults. Therefore, 
names were thrown in a hat and each adult 
drew the name o f  the recipient o f  the gift he 
or she would buy at year's end. The idea was 
that less would be spent on single gifts than 

The two least valued payoffs are also re- 
versed, as in the chicken game, so the order 

on a myriad o f  gifts. More generally, the 
altruist's dilemma fits cases in which the cost 






































